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The aim oj this paper is theoretical analysis oj the beam pattern oj the parametric acous-
tie arrays. The procedure oj the beam pattern calculation and an example oj numerical cal-
eulations were presented. Mathematieal model was built on the basis oj the KZK equation. A
circular transdueer was the source of finite amplitude waves.

INTRODUCTION

Parametric acoustic wave generation is one of the practical aims of nonlinear acoustics [1,
3 - 5]. Finite amplitude waves during their propagation in water interact, The formation of the
different frequency waves, another that primary one (especiaIly sum and difference frequency
waves), is the effect of it. Existence of the difference frequency wave has the most important
practical application. The generation of it has application in construction of the parametric
acoustic arrays. Narrow beam pattern with low frequency for smali size of the transducer and
high frequencies of primary waves are the most important characteristics of them.

The paper presents an example of the results of theoreticaJ investigations of the beam
patterns of the difference frequency waves obtained during finite amplitude waves interaction
in water.

1. SOLUTlON OF THE PROBLEM

Mathematical model of the finite amplitude interaction problem was built assuming that the
circuJar transducer which is the primary waves source is placed in the y-z pIane and waves are
propagated in the x direction. It means that the x axis corresponds to the sound beam axis
(Fig. 1).
Assuming the axial symmetry of the source of the primary waves it is comfortably to solve

the problem in cylindrical coordinates (x.r), where r = ~ l + i .
The wave interaction problem in water is built on the basis of the KZK equation:
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(1)

where p' denotes an acoustic pressure, po - medium density at rest, Co - speed of
sound, c - nonlinearity parameter, b - dissipation coefficient of the medium and variable
1" = t - x I Cli is time in the coordinate system fixed in the zero phase of the propagating waves.
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Fig.l. Coordinate systems for the problem: a - pressure changes along the sound beam com-
putation, b - beam pattern computation

Pressure distribution on the transducer is defined as a sum of two harmonie functions with
fixed amplitudes Al (r), A2 (r) and angular frequencies mI = 2~, m2 = 27Tf2 respectively:

(2)

for r 5,a (a - transducer radius) and p' (x = O,r, r) = O for r > a .
To solve the KZK equation the finite difference method is used. The pressure chan ges

along the sound beam are obtained after computer ca1culations. Spectrum changes are ca1cu-
lated using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. Next, the beam pattern for fixed fre-
quency wave is computed as a ratio:
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(3)

where p f (R,e) is a value of pressure of the fixed spectrum component at the distance R from

the source and an angle e is measured from the x axis (Fig. 1).

2. NUMERICAL INVESTIGA TIONS

The numerical investigations were made assuming that the finite amplitude waves are
produced by circular transducer with radius a=25 mm. So the waves with frequency
f1=1.2 MHz, h=l MHz respectively and equal amplitudes are propagated in water.
Figure 2 presents normalized difference frequency pressure as a function of distance from the
source. The curve number 1 shows pressure chan ges on the beam axis and the curve number 2
the pressure changes at distance r=a from the beam axis.
Figure 3 shows the beam pattern of the difference frequency wave as a function of angle. Cal-
culations were made using formula (3) for R=O.5 m. Exact analysis of the beam patterns
which were obtained for different distances R shows that the beam pattern aperture of differ-
ence frequency wave is equal about 1°.
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Fig.2. Normalized difference frequency pressure as a function of distance from the samce:
l - r=O, 2 - r=a
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Fig.3 Beam pattern of the difference frequency wave as a function of angle

3. SUMMARY

The problem of formation of parametric acoustic arrays was considered. Mathematical
model and an example of numerical calculations were presented. To solve the problem the
finite difference method was used. The calculations were made using own computer program.
Proposed method of the beam pattern calculations can be used to investigate the problem for
different parameters of transducer and medium.
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